Intelligent Agriculture

Southwest Research Institute® (SwRI®) develops smart agriculture solutions with software, data intelligence, perception systems, sensor fusion, and artificial intelligence (AI). Our customized solutions range from advanced perception to field analysis with AI, automated systems, and other farm automation technologies to support growing, cultivating, harvesting, and management.

Vineyards/Orchards
SwRI applies AI-powered Internet of Things (IoT) to operate systems under challenging conditions related to specialty crops and help growers make better decisions to ensure product quality.

- Multilayered environment modeling and mapping
- Pedestrian safety classification
- Intelligent low-cost row guidance system

Broad Acre Agriculture
SwRI leverages more than three decades of industrial robotics and automation expertise to create innovative technologies for broad acre agriculture.

- Intelligent perception for crop/weed management
- Harvested/non-harvested classification for precision guidance
- Surround-view safety systems

Forage Agriculture
SwRI advances the state-of-the-art with integrated AI solutions to reduce the operator workload and improve production efficiency.

- Round-bale pose estimation for autonomous guidance
- Intelligent windrow tracking and guidance system
We welcome your inquiries. For more information, please contact:

Edmond M. DuPont, Ph.D.
Program Manager, Intelligent Systems Division
Southwest Research Institute
6220 Culebra Road, San Antonio, Texas 78238
210.522.3512

intelligentsystems.swri.org       intelligent-ag.swri.org
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Southwest Research Institute® is a premier independent, nonprofit research and development organization. With eleven technical divisions, we offer multidisciplinary services leveraging advanced science and applied technologies. Since 1947, we have provided solutions for some of the world’s most challenging scientific and engineering problems.
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